Software Engineer
TrackTrain (VaultRMS, Inc.)

VaultRMS is an emerging San Diego based startup working toward the development of software orientated toward police, fire, and first responders. Vault is dedicated to serving the community at large by reducing costs and overhead associated with the services provided by these fine professionals. Committed to our core values of humility, trust and respect; Vault is looking to expand its product development department by bringing on a Software Engineer.

The culture of the team is incredibly important to the hiring process. You must be able to take ownership of projects and complete those projects accurately and efficiently. You must also be able to participate in various internal teams and have the ability to manage multiple, simultaneous projects and deadlines.

Make an impact with our development team as part of our foundation moving forward.

Join Vault today!

Duties
• Work collaboratively in a small, distributed, cross-functional team from our headquarters in San Diego, California.
• Candidate will be involved in architecture / design, new development, adding features, testing, troubleshooting existing Rails applications, code optimization
• Candidate will work closely with Product team to define requirements for new applications and new features
• Responsible for developing applications and API’s utilizing RESTful Web Services
• Code and unit test solutions independently or as part of a development team
• Perform quality assurance and testing activities according to planned schedules
• Prepare design documentation and participate in design reviews
• Able and comfortable to work in a fast pace, highly mobile environment requiring many different roles

Requirements
• Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science, Engineering or applied Math strongly preferred
• Significant exposure to and demonstrated proficiency in all aspects of programming and analysis including design patterns, hardware and software requirements, systems requirements and deployment protocols
• 2+ years professional experience developing full-stack Ruby on Rails web applications
• 1+ years solid front end experience working with modern JavaScript libraries related front end technologies: JavaScript, HTML5, CSS3, Ajax, JSON, RESTful services, jQuery, AngularJS
• Very comfortable with Git and Github
• Agile development experience
• Postgres or other SQL database
• Android, iOS or Swift development is a plus
• Experience with Fire, Police or Health Care industry is a plus

Please send your resume or CV to careers@tracktrain.com. Feel free to connect with TrackTrain on LinkedIn!